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There’s nothing more delicious to drink than a mocktail (a cocktail that’s safe for kids). Fruity and sweet, they are a great way to stay refreshed and very easy to make.

Ingredients:
• Peach juice
• Cranberry juice
• Grenadine (red fruit syrup)
• Crushed ice

Method:
1. Put the juice and crushed ice into a mixer or cocktail shaker
2. Add a splash of grenadine and ...
3. Pour into an ice-cold glass and enjoy!
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These photos of Kyle, our crew member at Scarborough, are not quite identical – can you spot five differences?

Solve this puzzle using normal sudoku rules, making sure you only have one of each shell in a line of four or 2x2 grid. When you’ve completed it, shout: ‘seashell sudoku!’ It’s a bit of a tongue twister :p
DAFT DRINKS

We hoped you enjoyed Ruff’s mocktail recipe on page 2. Adults have pretty weird names for their cocktails – here are just a few. Can you spot the two we’ve just made up?

Harvey wallbanger
Fuzzy navel
Dark ‘n’ stormy
Drunken sailor
Hot toddy
Stan’s stinky socks
Moscow mule
Parrot puke

FLAG CONFUSION

Lifeguard flags are a great way of keeping people safe in the water! Unfortunately, naughty Scatty seagull has muddled these up with some others.

Can you match each flag to the right description?

- Danger! Don’t go in the water.
- Lifeguarded area. This is the safest area to swim, and bodyboard.
- Area for surfboards, stand-up paddleboards, kayaks and other non-powered craft.
- Argh! Pirates are nearby – hide your treasure!
- This beach has an award for being clean and safe.

1. Red and yellow
2. Blue
3. Black and white chequered
4. Jolly Roger
5. Red

ANSWERS ON PAGE 8
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GET STAN’S KIT ON

Get Stan kitted up and ready for action!

1. Read about the important bits of gear below.
2. Colour it in.
3. Carefully cut out the pieces along the dotted lines.
4. Dress Stan. Fold back the tabs to keep stuff in place.

Helmet
Protects heads from nasty bumps

Woolly bear (thermal suit)
Keeps lifeboat crew snug

Yellow wellies
Sea boots with extra grip and steel toe-caps

Lifejacket
Automatically inflates to keep lifesavers afloat

Pager
When it beeps, our volunteers drop everything and launch the lifeboat

Waterproof jacket and trousers
Tough, protective clothing for all-weather crews

Stormy Stan
Lifeboat Coxswain

Woolly bear (thermal suit)
Keeps lifeboat crew snug
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Why do fish live in salt water?
Because pepper water makes them sneeze!

Why do pirates take so long to learn the alphabet?
Because they get stuck at sea (C)!

What do you call a belt made out of watches?
A waist of time
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Answers

DAFT DRINKS
We made up Stan’s stinky socks and Parrot puke. The rest were real!

SPOT THE DIFFERENCE

SEASHELL SUDOKU

FLAG CONFUSION
5 Danger! Don’t go in the water under any circumstances.
1 Lifeguards area. This is the safest area to swim, board and use inflatables.
3 Area for surfboards, stand-up paddleboards, kayaks and other non-powered craft.
4 Arghh me hearty! Pirates are nearby – hide your treasure!
2 This beach has an award for being clean and safe.
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